
Why read this paper? 

• Because it is relevant to my work?

• Because my colleagues/chief asked me
to?

• Because I’m curious about the topic?

• Because I want to increase my general
knowledge?

• Because I’m looking for some specific
information?

• Because I want to confirm what I
already know?

• Other reasons?

BEFORE YOU READ

Vocabulary practice

Exercise 1. Match the English word with its
translation

1. affect    d   a) rispetto a,
paragonato a

2. aging _____ b) calo,
diminuzione

3. background _____ c) invecchiamento
4. compared with _____ d) incidere su,

influire
5. decline _____ e) sfondo,

premessa 
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GRAMMAR TO GO!

1. A final “s” is EITHER a verb, third-
person singular, present simple (A
history of stroke doubles the risk …)
OR a plural noun (efforts). 

2. Regular verbs end in -ed in the Past
Simple and past participle. Remember
that past participles are often used as
adjectives.
implicated – implicato
characterized – caratterizzato 
conducted – condotto 
conferred – conferito 
identified – identificato 

3. Irregular verbs must be memorized. The
good news is that they are very common
and thus easy to learn!

4. To BE – third-person singular/plural:

is/are – present simple 
was/were – past simple 

5. Passive voice (very common in
English!) – To BE + past participle

Sixteen studies were identified.
Sono stati identificati 16 studi.

6. May + infinitive expresses possibility. 
The risk of dementia may be higher. 
Il rischio di demenza potrebbe essere
più alto.

7. Will + infinitive expresses future. 
The incidence of stroke will affect the
incidence of … 
L’incidenza di ictus influirà
sull’incidenza di …

8. Basic English sentence structure:
subject + verb + complement
We conducted a systematic review. 
Abbiamo condotto una revisione
sistematica.

9. Basic English sentence structure:
adjective   +   adjective   +
adjective   (etc.)   +   noun
… cardiovascular risk factors…
… prestroke cognitive decline…

Exercise 2. As above.

1. double _____ a) necessario

2. effort _____ b) spiegare

3. explain _____ c) raddoppiare

4. increase _____ d) sforzo

5. needed _____ e) aumento 

Exercise 3. As above.

1. old _____ a) ictus 

2. purpose _____ b) scopo

3. stroke _____ c) senza

4. survival _____ d) vecchio

5. without _____ e) sopravvivenza 

Exercise 4. Complete the chart.

Noun Verb

1 comparison compare

2 _______________ explain

3 increase ________________

4 _______________ identify

5 _______________ reduce

6 survival ________________

Exercise 5. What is the opposite of:

1. go? come/stop

2. increase? ________________

3. more? ________________

4. old? ________________

Exercise 6. Look at the footnotes on p. 19
for new vocabulary. 

When a sentence is

long and complex,

find the verb. Use

this as your

reference point to

identify the subject

and the

complement.  

The last word in a

series i
s the noun;

all the words before

it are adjectives

(even if they are

nouns)! 



READ

Exercise 1. Scan the text to find this
information.

1. What journal published this paper?
Stroke. 

2. When was it published?

3. What kind of text is this? (Abstract?
Editorial? Full text paper? Other?)

4. Who are the authors of this paper?

5. What institution are they affiliated with?

6. Why was the study conducted?
(Aim/Objective/Purpose)

7. What kind of study was conducted?
(Design/Methods) (Consult pp. 171-173
of this textbook for explanations of
study designs.)

8. Where were the original studies
conducted? (Methods/Results)

9. How many studies were reviewed?
(Methods/Results)
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Knowing how a textis organized lets youfind the specificinformation you’relooking for quickly.

community setting – nel contesto della comunità (non in un ospedale); with time – nel tempo; those – coloro (pazienti); at this time of – in quest’epoca di; to what extent – fino a che

punto.
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AFTER YOU READ

Exercise 1. True, False, or Not Clear,
based on this study?

1. Little is known about the excess risk of
dementia in stroke patients.

2. The authors systematically reviewed
studies that compared the risk of
incident dementia in stroke patients
with that in subjects without stroke. 

3. All of the studies in the review were
conducted in a healthcare setting.

4. All of the subjects enrolled in the
studies reviewed were aged � 65.

5. All of the subjects (stroke and non-
stroke) in the studies reviewed were
matched for age and sex.

6. Older stroke patients have twice the
risk of incident dementia than the
general population the same age.

7. The excess risk of incident dementia
decreases after the age of 85.

8. Based on the results of the studies
reviewed, common risk factors do not
explain the effect of stroke on
dementia incidence in the population. 

9. Stroke patients survive longer now
than in the past.

10. The authors conclude that reducing
incidence of stroke will not reduce the
incidence of dementia. 

Exercise 2. Reflection

• What have I learned by reading this
paper?

• Is the information provided clear?
• Is the information provided complete?
• Can I “take home” any of the
information in this paper? 

• What is my opinion on the study and its
conclusions? 

• Am I curious or interested enough to
read the full text paper?



Why read this paper? 

• Because it is relevant to my work?
• Because my colleagues/chief asked me
to?

• Because I’m curious about the topic?
• Because I want to increase my general
knowledge?

• Because I’m looking for some specific
information?

• Because I want to confirm what I
already know?

BEFORE YOU READ

Vocabulary practice

Exercise 1. Match the English word with its
translation

1. account for __d__ a) prevedere

2. anticipate _____ b) carico, peso 

3. beneficial _____ c) seno, mammella 

4. breast _____ d) rappresentare

5. burden _____ e) benefico  
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Exercise 2. As above.

1. chance _____ a) riscontro,
rilevamento

2. change _____ b) patologia
3. decade _____ c) possibilità,

occasione 
4. detection _____ d) cambiamento
5. disease _____ e) decennio  

Exercise 3. As above.

1. early _____ a) crescere,
aumentare 

2. estimate _____ b) esito, prognosi

Exercise 6. Complete the chart.

Noun Verb Meaning
1. observation observe osservare

2. assumption ———— ——————

3. detection ———— ——————

4. ————– estimate ——————

5. explanation ———— ——————

6. increase ———— ——————

7. introduction ———— ——————

8. prevention ———— ——————

9. screening ———— ——————

10. testing ———— ——————

11. treatment ———— ——————
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3. grow _____ c) presto, precoce
4. outcome _____ d) globale,

complessivo
5. overall _____ e) stima 

Exercise 4. As above.

1. previously _____ a) in precedenza 
2. promote _____ b) ridurre
3. rate _____ c) notevole
4. reduce _____ d) promuovere,

favorire
5. remarkable _____ e) tasso;

percentuale

Exercise 7. Look at the footnotes on p. 24
for new vocabulary. 

Exercise 5. Complete the chart.

Infinitive Past simple Past participle Meaning
1. be was/were been essere
2. grow
3. had
4. made
5. think
6. potere



GRAMMAR TO GO!

Verb tenses

1. Should + infinitive: used to
recommend, give advice.
New approaches for screening, early
detection, and prevention for both
diseases should be considered.

2. The Present Simple: used to express
habitual action, state, or condition.
Breast cancer and prostate cancer
account for 26% of all cancers in the
United States.

3. The Past Simple: used to express
completed action, with time defined.    
In 1980, a white man’s lifetime risk
of prostate cancer was 1 in 116.

4. The Present Perfect Simple: used to
express an action that started in the
past and that is still happening or when
time is not defined, and action is not
completed. N.B.This is a present tense
in English, not a past tense!
Two decades of screening have
resulted in a significant increase in
detection of early cancers.
Screening for both cancers has been
promoted on the assumption that…

COMPARE: the Simple Past and the
Present Perfect Simple:
A. Yesterday I went to the cinema.
B. I have been to the cinema 3 times this
month.

A. I bought a new book last weekend. 
B. I have bought 5 books so far this year.   
A. I spoke to my mother yesterday
evening.

B. I have spoken to my mother every
evening this week.

Exercise 1. Do the verbs in these
sentences refer to a past, completed
action/state/condition (PS), or to an
action/state/condition that is still true/still
happening (PPS)?

1. The incidence of these cancers
increased after the introduction of
screening in 1980. 

2. The incidence of these cancers has
never returned to prescreening levels.

3. Screening has been promoted as the
best way to reduce disease-associated
morbidity and mortality. 

4. Two decades of screening have resulted
in a significant increase in detection of
early cancers.  

5. Prostate-specific antigen testing has
nearly doubled the chance that a man
will be diagnosed with prostate cancer
in his lifetime.

Exercise 2. Translate these sentences.

1. The incidence of these cancers
increased after the introduction of
screening in 1980. 

2. The incidence of these cancers has
never returned to prescreening levels.

3. Screening has been promoted as the
best way to reduce disease-associated
morbidity and mortality. 

4. Two decades of screening have resulted
in a significant increase in detection of
early cancers.  

5. Prostate-specific antigen testing has
nearly doubled the chance that a man
will be diagnosed with prostate cancer
in his lifetime.
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Simplify your life! Isthe action finishedor still happening?

To read, you onlyhave to understandverb forms, notconstruct them!
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Rethinking – ripensare, riprogettare; burden – peso, carico; breast – seno, mammella.



READ

Exercise 1. Scan the text to find this
information.

1. What journal published this paper?
JAMA

2. When was it published?
3. What kind of text is this? (An
Abstract? Editorial? Full text paper?)

4. Who are the authors of this paper?
5. What institution are they affiliated
with?

6. When were breast and prostate
screening (probably) introduced in the
U.S.A.?

7. What percentage of all cancers in the
U.S.A. is made up of breast cancer and
prostate cancer?

8. What percentage of at-risk American
men has a routine PSA test?

9. What percentage of American women
aged > 40 years has reported recently
having a mammogram?

10. What is a white American man’s
lifetime risk of prostate cancer?

11. What was it in 1980?
12. What is an American woman’s lifetime

risk of breast cancer?
13. What was it in 1980?

AFTER YOU READ

Exercise 1. True, False, or Not Clear,
based on this study?

1. The authors are suggesting that current
breast and prostate cancer screening
programs do not reduce cancer
morbidity and mortality.

2. The authors suggest three ways to
improve current breast and prostate
cancer screening programs.

3. Localized breast cancer has a better
outcome than localized prostate cancer.

4. Screening has been promoted as a way
to prevent breast/prostate cancer.  

5. Breast and prostate cancer screening
programs in the U.S.A. are free.

Exercise 2: Reflection

• What have I learned by reading this
paper that I didn’t already know?

• Is the information clear?
• Is the information complete?
• Can I “take home” any of the
information in this paper? 

• What is my opinion on this topic? 
• Am I curious or interested enough to
read the full text paper?
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Why read this paper? 

• Because it is relevant to my work?

• Because my colleagues/chief asked me
to?

• Because I’m curious about the topic?

• Because I want to increase my general
knowledge?

• Because I’m looking for some specific
information?

• Because I want to confirm what I
already know?

• Other reasons?

BEFORE YOU READ

Vocabulary practice

Exercise 1. True or False? If False, write
the correct Italian translation.

1. account for = commercialista?

False – rappresentare     

2. assess = assessore?

_______________________________________

3. background = sfondo?

_______________________________________
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4. both = barca?
_______________________________________

5. causal = casuale?
_______________________________________

6. death = morire?
_______________________________________

7. health = sano?
_______________________________________

8. however = sebbene?
_______________________________________

9. husband = marito?
_______________________________________

10. increasing = crescente?
_______________________________________

11. predispose = favorire?
_______________________________________

12. put = mettere, porre?
_______________________________________

13. second-hand = di seconda mano?
_______________________________________

14. should = dovrebbe?
_______________________________________

15. smoking = fumante?
_______________________________________

Exercise 2. Match the English word with its
translation

1. baseline __c__ a) perciò
2. development _____ b) attraverso
3. elderly _____ c) inizio 
4. household _____ d) ambiente

domestico 
5. lung _____ e) sviluppo
6. therefore _____ f) anziano
7. through _____ g) polmone

Exercise 3. What is the opposite of:

1. active? passive
2. death? ______________
3. elderly? ______________
4. female? ______________
5. increased? ______________
6. wide? ______________

Exercise 4. Complete the chart.

Noun Verb Meaning
1 association associate associare

2 assess ———— ——————

3 development ———— ——————

4 ————– enroll ——————

5 exposure ———— ——————

6 ————– predispose ——————

7 smoking ———— ——————

Exercise 5. Look at the footnotes on p. 29
for new vocabulary. 

Syntax practice

Exercise 1. Translate these sentences into
Italian.

1. Five thousand females were enrolled in
the study.

2. The relationship between passive
smoking and the development of TB
was assessed with adjustment for other
baseline characteristics. 

3. Increasing evidence has incriminated
active smoking as a causal factor for
tuberculosis (TB). 

4. Passive exposure to secondhand
tobacco smoke in the household was
independently associated with
obstructive lung disease.

5. The effect of secondhand tobacco
smoke exposure on TB has not been
elucidated.
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When a sentence is

long and complex,

find the verb. Use
this as your

reference point to

identify the subject
and the

complement. 

Break a long and

complex sentence

into “information

blocks.”  

Use articles,

conjunctions,

prepositions, 

and punctuation 

to do this.  



READ

Exercise 1. Scan the text and find this
information. 

1. What journal published this paper? 
2. When was it published?
3. What kind of text is this? 

(An Abstract? Editorial? Full text
paper?)

4. Who are the authors of this paper?
5. Why was the study conducted? 
6. What kind of study was conducted?
7. How many subjects participated in the

study?
8. What were the inclusion criteria?
9. What was the study setting?
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secondhand (tobacco) smoke – fumo passivo;  never-smokers – persone che non hanno mai fumato;  territory-wide – territoriale 



AFTER YOU READ

Exercise 1. True, False, or Not Clear,
based on this study?

1. Smoking has been identified as a factor
for TB.

2. TB incidence is increasing in China.
3. In Hong Kong more men than women
smoke.

4. Almost 16 thousand middle-aged
women resident in Hong Kong were
enrolled in the study.

5. Obstructive lung disease and diabetes
mellitus were associated with
secondhand smoke exposure.

6. Almost 14% of study subjects had
active TB accounted for by secondhand
smoke.

7. Passive smoking is as dangerous 
as active smoking, in terms of health
risks.

8. National TB programs in Hong Kong
emphasize the risk of passive smoking.

Exercise 2: Reflection

• What have I learned by reading this
paper that I didn’t already know?

• Is the information clear?
• Is the information complete?
• Can I “take home” any of the
information in this paper? 

• What is my opinion on this topic? 
• Am I curious or interested enough to
read the full text paper?
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